Abstract-Insecurity is one of the major challenges that the entire world is facing now, each country having their peculiar security issues. The crime rate in every part of the society these days has become a threatening issue such that vehicles are now used for co mmitting criminal activities mo re than before. The issue of vehicle theft has increased tremendously, mostly at gunpoint or car parks. In view of these, there is a need for adequate records of stolen, identified and recovered vehicles which are not readily available in our society and as such very important. The development of a vehicle theft alert and location identification system beco mes more necessary for vehicle o wners to ensure theft prevention and a speedy identification towards recovery efforts in situations where a vehicle is missing, stolen or driven by an unauthorized person. The theft alert function makes use of a GSM applicat ion developed and installed in a mobile phone device wh ich is embedded in the vehicle to communicate with the vehicle owner's mobile phone. The communicat ion is established via SMS (i.e. between the installed mobile phone device and that of the vehicle owner). The co mmunications established include; (i). Sending an SMS alert fro m installed mobile phone device to vehicle owner mobile phone when the car ignition is put on. (ii). Sending an SMS fro m the vehicle owner's mobile phone to start and stop the installed mobile phone device application. The location identificat ion function makes use of a web application developed to; (i). Determine the real time location of a vehicle by means of tracking using GPS. (ii). Broadcast missing or stolen vehicle informat ion to social media and security agency. The implementation of the installed mobile phone device application was done using JAVA because of its capabilit ies in programming mobile applications while PHP and MySQL was used for the web application functions. Integration testing of the system was carried out using simple percentage calculation for the performance evaluation. Fifty seven (57) vehicle owners were sampled and questionnaires were d istributed to them in order to ascertain the acceptability and wo rkab ility of the developed system. The result obtained shows the effectiveness of the system and hence it can be used to effectively monitor vehicle as it is been driven within or outside its jurisdiction. More so, the system can be used as database of missing, identified or recovered vehicles by various security agencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Insecurity is among the challenges that the entire world is battling with, each part of the world with d ifferent security issues. Crime rate in our society these days is becoming frightening as vehicles are been used for committing crime and research shows that perpetrators of this acts make use of stolen vehicles snatched at gun points which is causing damages to live and properties [3] .
The issue of vehicle theft is increasing day by day in our society and despite the efforts of the security agencies, not all the stolen vehicles are always identified, found or recovered. Also, a lot of stolen vehicles used to be identified and recovered in another jurisdiction different fro m where they were stolen either by police or civil society but due to lack of up-to-date information system where history (i.e. profile) or information of stolen vehicles can be checked or accessed. Those identified or recovered vehicles could not get to their owners on time. In addition to the importance attached to issue of recovered vehicles identity, [13] maintained that Identity Management Systems (IdMS) provides support for security efforts while lo wering costs related to managing users and their identities.
According to [7] there is assumption that vehicle theft only occurs in seedy areas, but vehicle theft can also occur anywhere in any area of a town. The researchers also asserted that theft is among the common attitudes exhibited by people where the ownership of property such as vehicle, land, and other physical properties can be altered without the knowledge of the owner.
Recently, the role of mobile phones in the society is largely still unexplored [14] . This was collaborated by [15] , that because of the fast improvements in mobile phone technology, it seem that in future mobile phones would replace computers. Also, new innovative vehicle tracking systems have been developed with the capabilit ies of operating vehicle controls such as locking the door, stopping and starting the vehicle engine, switching fuel tank off, locking of steering and disabling the vehicle brake and clutch. All these can render the thief or unauthorized user useless with very few options while trying to steal or use the vehicle.
Though, vehicle tracking system has always been helpful in this area over the years, but it is less effective at times due to some challenges such as lack of Global System for Mobile Co mmunicat ion (GSM ) network coverage, Global Positioning System (GPS) signal distortion and lack of power source to the trackers in the vehicle, which is still occurring. Also, most of these systems lack the functionality of reporting stolen, identified or recovered vehicles which results to delays in searching for vehicle or vehicle not getting to the real owner at the right time when found.
In view of the challenges, this paper proposes a wider spread of functionalit ies (such as profile on missing, identified and recovered) on the web application and the use of the vehicle battery as a secondary source of power to the vehicle installed mob ile phone as described in section III.
II. RELATED WORKS
[9]designed a vehicle tracking and locking system based on GSM and GPS using GSM Modem SIM 300 V7.03 as the technology. This GSM modem was designed such that it can accept SIM card. The paper further stated that the designed system is sets such that it will go into sleeping manner when the vehicle is being driven by the vehicle owner, otherwise, it will be in active status. Also, the system has the capacity such that when SMS message is sent to the controller, it has the features of sending signals to the vehicle engine motor which enable the engine of the vehicle to decreases steadily and then off, thereafter, it will locked all the doors and the engine which has to be restarted again before the door can be opened by entering the password given to the rightful owner of the vehicle.
[10] proposed the design and development of Global positioning system and Global system for mob ile communicat ions based vehicle tracking in a real t ime. The designed system gives an alert which is used for reporting any events that happens to the vehicle as it moves. The proposed system also consists of an embedded system with ARM processor which is installed in the vehicle. The system has the ability to send an SMS which consist of latitude and longitude of the vehicle by using AT commands after pressing the emergency key if there is any problem that is associated with the vehicle. Also, [6] designed a car authentication and accident intimat ion system using GPS and GSM which is used to save lives. The design of the system has three modules. The first module is used to send the vehicle numbers and the coordinates to a nearby hospital, the second module is used to send message to the vehicle owners whenever the vehicle got crank such that it will notify the status of the vehicle for the owner to take action while the third module is used to notify the nearest service centre for action based on the error signals and coordinates that shows on the dash-board of the vehicle [8] developed a massive vehicle security system which uses embedded and mobile technologies. In this research, two modules was used; the first one is an android module that uses GPS system to get the coordinates of the vehicles which assist the owner to track the vehicle wh ile the other module is used to interact with the vehicle owner by using SMS for receiv ing and sending messages which uses GSM as a co mmunication channel in help ing the owner in tracking the vehicle.
According to [2] , the researchers presented a method that gears towards the designing and development an embedded vehicle intrusion and theft control system using GSM and GPS. The system uses a GSM technology whereby a GPS module Ho lu x GR89 was used to locate the coordinates position of the vehicle. In this case switches are used to collect analogue data for any incursion during the readings by the sensors. The sensor used was concealed in a safer place to prevent non vehicle o wner o r unauthorised person from having access to it. The system was designed in such a way that it uses GSM and GPS for sending signals to the vehicle owner which it will be used to blocked the vehicle after wh ich an SMS will be sent each 30 seconds which will d isable the system.
[4] designed a vehicle tracking system which consists of fixing of an electronic device in a vehicle which uses specialized software for the tracking of the vehicle by the owner and as such it collect data which is send to through the Radio Frequency (RF) transmitter. The GPS was used so as to be able to send the coordinates and then send it to the microcontroller. The system also enables the vehicle to be viewed through map. The advantage of this designed is that it enables a vehicle to automatically send the location of the vehicle to the owners by an SMS which is sent to the GSM modem if the vehicle is theft, otherwise, if it is the owner that sends a password, the vehicle automatically stopped. This system also has advantage of been simpler and the cost of design is low compare to other system.
Vehicle identificat ion and authentication s ystem was developed by [1] for traffic monitoring. This system prevent unauthorized vehicles fro m gaining access to restricted areas, such that when a vehicle entered a particular state it need to be verified by using registered number plate which the vehicle o wner has already registered earlier. The nu mber is searched fro m their database to ascertain the genuineness of the vehicle and if actually it belongs to that state or area entrance is guaranteed.
According to [11] , traffic accidents are one of the leading causes of fatalities in most of the countries. Since the rate at which vehicle increase so also the rate of road accidents increase, in view of this and to find measure to reduce road accidents and find means of attending to road accident victim, the researcher look at how accident can be notified automatically whenever it occurs by using a sensors which look at the health condition of the passengers and then sent as a video through the GSM to Multi-tracking system for vehicle using GPS and GSM was designed by [12] . It is a real t ime tracking p latform which uses integration of technologies such as GPS and GSM. The GPS device is installed in the vehicle. As the vehicle continuously moves it calcu lates the co-ordinates with other related informat ion at each position the vehicle reaches and then transmits the informat ion to the GSM server for storage in the database. The system has ability to send SMS to turn the vehicle ignition ON and the informat ion sent to the server that is the coordinates of the vehicle status which helped in viewing the location of the vehicle through map.
According to [5] , the researchers used the technology of GPS and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) for the design and imp lementation. RFID was used because of its usage in various applications of endeavours such as tools for gate system in railway enquiry to identify the vehicle locations. The aim of the research is to develop a system whereby it uses techniques of GPS and RFID to track a vehicle. It consists of buzzer wh ich was used to locate the vehicle position and also gives the alert notification to the vehicle owner. To improve on the alert system of this design, GSM was used for the communication purpose for sending messages.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
The proposed method presents the researchers framework for achieving a mo re cost effective vehicle theft alert and identification system. The framework proposes the use of the GPS, GSM and the web technologies. Fig. 1 represents a physical working scenario showing the communication established in actualizing the theft alert functionality. The Global System for Mobile communicat ions (GSM ) uses a network carrier by examining mobile phone masts in the vicinity to transmit informat ion fro m one mobile phone to another. The GSM cell tower (i.e. mast) enables the Short Message Service (SMS) to be sent from one mobile phone to another or from a web application to a mobile phone. The GPS (Global Positioning System) a navigational phenomenon by assemblage of satellites such that it sends signals which makes GPS receiver to find the exact location of an object. The Google map is a web application based GPS receiver used in the imp lementation of this function. The vehicle owner mobile phone or personal co mputers (PC) are med iu m through which the web application GPS receiver is accessed for the location information or data. The GPS receivers identify, decode and process the signal received from the satellites. The block diagram of the system developed is depicted in Fig. 3 . It consists of all the co mponents of the developed system as described as follows; 
A. The power source
The primary source of power to the installed mobile phone device is the installed mobile phone device battery . The secondary source of power supply to the installed mobile phone device and the vehicle is the vehicle battery.
B. Installed mobile phone device
The installed mobile phone device has a built in application. The application is built in a mobile phone because it is a specialized device that allow Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card to be used which can respond to mobile subscribers, in this case whenever the vehicle ignition is ON, it sends SMS to the vehicle owner's mobile phone.
The installed mobile phone device has to be configured by registering the profiles of the vehicle owner which it will use to co mmunicate with the o wner's mobile phone and the web application. The in formation needed for registration are, name, username, password, vehicle chassis number, VIN, co lour, model, email address etc. After all this informat ion is entered, the application saves them on the installed mobile phone device. The installed mobile phone device is then hidden in the vehicle with a connection to the power source for constant charging of the battery.
The application works in two modes , the start and the stop mode. The start mode is to enable the device if not started to be at ready state to send SMS whenever the ignition is ON and for the vehicle owner to communicate with it. The stop mode is to disable the application fro m responding to any messages either when the ignition is ON or not.
C. Owner's mobile phone
In this component three categories of owners are taken into consideration based on the capabilities of their mobile phones and their personal computers (PC). As described in the Table 1 , the first category are those that uses ordinary mobile phone where they can only use SMS to co mmun icate with the installed mobile phone device, the second category are those that uses smart phone whereby they can perform dual functions of communicat ing with the installed mobile phone device and the web application. The third category which is the personal computer allows owners to perform the web application functions.
To start the installed mobile phone device, the vehicle owner uses his/her mobile phone to send -START‖ as SMS to the installed mobile phone device subscriber identity module (SIM ) nu mber. Th is is done to enable the installed mobile phone device respond to vehicle ignit ion start up. To disable the installed mobile phone device fro m responding to ignition start up, -STOP‖ is sent as SMS fro m vehicle owner's mobile phone to the installed mobile phone device SIM number.
For the location identification of a missing or stolen vehicle using an ordinary phone, the vehicle owner sends -LOCATION‖ as an SM S to the installed mobile phone device SIM number. A responding SMS is received on the owner's mobile phone containing coordinates of the current location of the vehicle.
D. The web application
The web application functions are to help the vehicle owner identify and report his/her missing or stolen vehicle by means of tracking and broadcast to social med ia and the security agency. The web application establishes a connection with the installed mobile phone device hidden in the vehicle at the point of logging in. The vehicle o wner logs into the web applicat ion using the same registered identification (ID) saved to the installed mobile phone device applicat ion at the point of registering the vehicle informat ion. If authenticated, the vehicle owner is able to perform all web application function as described in Fig. 3 . The report missing or stolen vehicle through a broadcast to social media and security agency function is an assisted effort towards recovery.
Security agency on their o wn part on receiving missing or stolen vehicle in formation could perform all the functions assigned to them as described in Fig. 3 using the web application component that will be deployed to them for appropriate actions towards recovery.
IV. SYSTEM INTEGRATION TEST ING
System integration testing was done in o rder to ascertain the workability and functionalities of each component that made up the vehicle theft alert and location identification system. This test show how each component responded to an events, identify specific functions of the design if they correspond to action expected. The analysis of the system integration testing is shown in Table 2 Table 2 shows the analysis of the integration test carried out on the Vehicle theft alert and location identification system in order to see how those systems respond to command or messages sent. Test case 01 show that 77.19% were able to send and receive SMS to stop, report, track and receive coordinates of the vehicle, wh ile 22.18% were unable to do so. Test case 02 shows that 64.91% of the SM S sent to the installed mobile phone device responded while 35.09% did not respond.
On Test case 03, all the vehicle owners (100%) that login to the web applicat ion were authenticated and granted access to the web application functions. Test case 04 shows that 85.96% of vehicles reported as either missing or stolen were able to be tracked by owners and security agency while 14.04% were not. Test case 05
shows that 82.46% of either missing or stolen or found vehicles were profiled while 17.54% were not.
V. EVALUATION AND ACCEPTANCE ANALYSIS OF T HE DEVELOPED SYSTEM
The evaluation of the developed system was done in order to achieve the objectives of this work and to have a thorough understanding of how it will work.
In other to ascertain the effectiveness and capability of the developed system, data were co llected fro m end user (i.e. vehicle owner's) that used the system. The developed mobile phone device application was installed in sixty two (62) vehicle selected within Abuja, Lagos, Minna and Ilorin to know how effective it is in the effort of ensuring vehicle are p revented fro m theft by alert and is identified as means towards recovery.
In view of this, so me questions were asked. The sampled vehicle owners respons es were collected instantly while some were send through email since they are far from where the research was carried out. Simp le percentage method was used for the calculations of the system evaluation analysis as shown in Table 3 . Out of the sixty t wo (62) nu mbers of Results fro m the evaluation of the usage of the developed system shows that; 57 (100%) of samp led vehicle o wners have heard about vehicle tracking system. 13 (23%) have knowledge and awareness of vehicle tracking system and the recovering methods while 44 (77%) were not aware or have knowledge of it.
Also, 17 (30%) of sampled vehicle owners believed that their vehicle are adequately secured with the existing system of security they are using while 40(70%) were of the opinion that the existing system cannot adequately secured their vehicle; hence, there is need for other security systems. 57 (100%) o f vehicle owner's samp led do not have another system or experienced another means of securing their vehicle apart fro m the existing one they are using (mostly the basic key and lock).
On a system provid ing vehicle theft alert and location identification functionalities, 57(100%) have never experienced or seen a system of such. In view of the cost of procuring and installing a tracking system, 23(40%) believe that the cost of buying and installing a tracking system is cheap while 34(60%) believes it is otherwise (i.e. too costly).
Meanwhile, 48(84%) of the samp led vehicle o wners are satisfied with the functionalities of the developed vehicle theft alert and location identification system wh ile 9(16%) were unsatisfied. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper wo rks on vehicle theft prevention by means of alert and location identificat ion as effort towards recovering missing, stolen or unauthorized use of vehicles. Several literatures reviewed shows how various technologies (e.g. Sensors, GPRS, GPS, GSM , RFID etc.) have been used in this area over the years. Most of these technologies have been helpful but fails at times due to signals distortion and lack of network coverage. This paper proposed the use of GSM, GPS, and the Web technologies to achieve the implemented system.
The system integration testing was carried out on the implemented system in order to ascertain the workability and functionality of each co mponent that makes up the system. System acceptance evaluation was also carried out to ascertain acceptability and effect iveness of the developed system. Results analysed fro m both the system integration testing and acceptance evaluation shows the implemented system can be deployed and used as a cheaper means of preventing vehicle theft and as a recovery tool for missing or stolen vehicles.
The implemented system realizes the architectural framework herein proposed. A future research recommends a non-network based communication between applications developed.
